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Abstract. A metric has been developed for measuring privacy degradation
when various types of media reveal private information about a person. The
metric, which is based on joint entropy, quantifies accumulated revelations of
information about various personal attributes. Application of this metric to
entries posted on a social networking service and to leaks from a company
database containing personal information showed that it is effective; that is, it
can quantify accumulated revelations of information about multiple attributes
and can cope with cases in which the attributes affect each other.
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Introduction

Private information about various attributes of people is acquired, stored, and made
available by various types of media in Web2.0 and in ubiquitous networks, and it can
be revealed in a number of ways. For instance, friends may disclose private
information on social network services (SNSs), third parties may illegally access
information residing in databases belonging to public organizations and enterprises,
computer viruses may obtain private information residing on PCs and send it over the
network, and ubiquitous networks may automatically obtain and reveal personal
location information.
Such revelations of private information can lead to serious problems. Leaks of
private information may result in a person receiving annoying e-mails, being stalked,
or even being fired from their job. Moreover, even if there is no actual damage,
people might feel anxious about using network services upon hearing of the danger.
Internet service providers (ISPs) can be the source of revealed private information.
The revelations may be unintentional or the result of malicious behaviours by an
employees. ISPs must therefore take privacy protection seriously while still ensuring
system usability. Privacy metrics are therefore important for analysing the trade-off
between privacy protection and system usability. Users also reveal their private
information carelessly or voluntarily without being able to predict consequence of the
disclosure. Thus, privacy metrics are important to detect such revelation by users

Metrics for quantifying privacy have been proposed for privacy-preserving data
mining, location privacy, and e-mail. Most of these metrics are application dependent,
but metrics based on k-anonymity and entropy can generally be used. However, such
metrics cannot quantify accumulated revelations of information about different
attributes. In particular, metrics based on k-anonymity and entropy cannot cope with
cases in which multiple attributes are not mutually independent, and, in the real world,
such attributes are not usually independent. Assume, for example, that a person posted
an entry on his/her SNS page saying “I am struggling everyday to save lives of
people” and that he/she is known to graduate from The University of Tokyo from
information illegally obtained from a company database. The combination of these
two information revelations enables the estimate of his/her occupation (i.e. medical
doctor) and his/her educational record (i.e. M.D. conferred by The University of
Tokyo). Metrics based on k-anonymity and entropy cannot measure the accumulation
of these information revelations.
We have developed a metric for measuring multiple revelations of information by
using joint entropy. Section 2 describes the revelation of information about multiple
attributes. Section 3 describes related work. Section 4 describes our privacy model.
Section 5 describes our metric, and Section 6 describes its application to SNS entries
and a company database and evaluates its performance. Section 7 concludes the paper
with a brief summary of the key points.
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Revelations by various types of media

Suppose that a person posts the following entry on an SNS.
Entry 1: I attend a technical university in Tokyo.
From this entry, a reader could identify a number of universities that the writer might
be attending. The next day, the writer posts another entry.
Entry 2: Next week, I plan to attend the job fair in the West-6 building.
From entry 2, the reader learns that the writer’s university has a building named
“West-6”. If both entries are considered together, the reader can limit the field
because only two universities have buildings named “West-6”, i.e. UEC (The
University of elctro-communication) and Tokyo Tech (Tokyo Institute of
Technology). Because the number of students at UEC and Tokyo Tech are 4165 and
4911, the probabilities of the writer attending UEC and Tokyo Tech are 4165/9076
and 4911/9076.
Now, let us suppose that the writer’s hometown is in Kyoto and that this
information has been leaked from a company database. Moreover, because UEC and
Tokyo Tech respectively have 28 and 16 students from Kyoto, the probabilities of the
writer attending one of these universities can be calculated more precisely. Numbers
of students of UEC and Tokyo Tech as well as those from each prefecture are public
data provided by these universities. Therefore any attacker can use these data to
estimate the writer’s privacy.
Furthermore, we assume that the attacker obtains the record of writer’s location at
every one hour in daytime of five weekdays, i.e. the attacker has 40 data items of
location. If 19 location data items are those of UEC and no data items Tokyo Tech,
the confidence that the writer belongs to UEC is increased.
As shown by this example, revelations of private information can have a
combinatorial effect. Thus, a privacy metric for the real world should be able to
quantify mutually dependent information disclosures.
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Related work

Privacy can be quantified as the degree of uncertainty about which private data can
be inferred. The metric developed by Agrawal and Srikant et al.[1] for protecting
privacy during data mining adds a random perturbation to each attribute of the data
including personal information. Privacy is quantified by evaluating how closely the
original value of an attribute can be estimated. That is, if the original value can be
estimated with c% confidence to lie in interval [a,b], the interval width (b-a) defines
the amount of privacy at the c% confidence level. However, they did not consider the
distribution of the original data. Therefore Agrawal and Aggarwal et al. improved this
metric by using entropy [2].
Sweeney proposed a different approach to privacy protection during data mining:
using k-anonymity [3]. If a data table satisfies k-anonymity, every record in that table
is indistinguishable from at least k − 1 other records with respect to every set of quasiidentifier attributes. The possible attacks against k-anonymity include homogeneity
attacks and background-knowledge attacks focused on the quasi-identifiers. These
problems of k-anonymity can be solved by adding l-diversity, which requires that
each equivalent class of records in k-anonymity has at least l well-represented values
of the sensitive attribute [4]. In t-closeness [5], the distribution of the sensitive
attribute values in each equivalent class is close to that in the whole table.
Hoh and Gruteser’s [6] location privacy metric uses the expected error in the
distance between a person’s true location and the attacker’s uncertain estimates of that
location. Duckham and Kulik [7] defined the “level of privacy” as the number of
different location coordinates sent by a user with a single location-based query.
Gruteser and Grunwald introduced k-anonymity to location privacy [8] and used k to
represent the level of privacy. Hoh et al. [9] quantified location privacy as the
duration over which an attacker could track a target person. Some studies on location
privacy have taken into account the relationship between location privacy and quality
of service[10][11].
Claudia, D. et al.[12] and Andrei, S. et al. [13]proposed metric for E-mail by using
entropy. Serjantov et al. also applied their metric to the anonymity of voting system.
Ryouke , Y., and Astushi, K., et al proposed probabilistic metric quantifying the
degree of personal information disclosure from blog [18].
While most of the above metrics are application dependent, metrics based on kanonymity and entropy can generally be used to quantify privacy for any kind of
media. However, they cannot cope with situations like those described in section 2
because they cannot quantify the accumulated revelations of private information
about different attributes and they cannot cope with cases in which the multiple
attributes are not independent.
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Our model of privacy

The anonymity metric based on entropy, which was proposed independently by
Claudia, D. et al.[12] and Andrei, S. et al. [13], focuses on one particular action. An
anonymity set is defined that contains the people who might take the action. For each
person, the probability of taking the action is given. The degree of anonymity is

defined as the value of the entropy calculated from the anonymity set and the
probabilities.
Inspired by this anonymity metric, we propose a privacy metric. We use the
symmetry relation between anonymity and privacy [14]. We focus on one particular
person, i.e. the subject of our privacy metric. We first consider one attribute of the
subject and define a privacy set containing the potential attribute values. The
probability that the attribute takes each value is given. The degree of privacy is
defined as the value of entropy calculated from the privacy set and the probability
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Anonymity and privacy
Next, we consider multiple attributes of the subject and the combination of the
privacy sets for the attributes (Fig. 2, left). Finally, we consider the privacy in the case
where the attributes affect each other (Fig. 2, right). As described in Section 2,
disclosing that the subject’s hometown is Kyoto increases the probability that the
subject attends UEC. The increase in this probability leads to a decrease in the
probability that the subject majors in economics and increases the probability that the
subject majors in computer science. We use joint entropy to represent these relations
between attributes. Thus, the revelation of private information is quantified in terms
of the difference in joint entropy before and after information is disclosed.

Fig. 2. Privacy of multiple attribute
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Metric of privacy revelation

5.1

Definition

We first model the problem and define the terms.
Attributes and attribute values
We assume that the person of interest (the subject of our privacy metric) has m
attributes. We define χ (k ) to be the set of all potential attribute values of
k ∈{1, …, m} . Moreover, χ (1) ,χ (2) , …,χ (m) have mutually exclusive attribute
values: χ (1) ∩χ (2) ∩…∩χ (m) =φ.
Table1. Examples of attributes and their values
Attributes
Attribute values
Notation
university
(1)
UEC, Tokyo Tech,…

χ

hometown prefecture

Tokyo, Kyoto, Okinawa,…

：
current address

：
Tokyo, Kyoto, Okinawa,…

age

1,2,…,80,…

χ ( 2)
：

χ

( m −1)

χ (m)

Information disclosure
We define an information disclosure as a transition from χ (k ) to a subset
of χ (k ) . We consider that a disclosure can take place n times for χ (k ) .
Accordingly, χ i(k ) denotes the subset of χ (k ) after the i th ( i ∈ {0,1, … , n} )
disclosure. For example, assume that χ (1) is the set of attribute values for
“university”. If there are two disclosures about the attribute “university”,
χ 1(1) ,and χ 2(1) are the subsets made by the first and second disclosures,
respectively. Figure 3 shows the relationship between χ 1(1) and χ 2(1) .

Fig. 3. Sets of attribute values after two disclosures about attribute “university”
Joint attribute set

n

(k )
(k )
χ~ (k ) is defined as the intersection of χ1(k ) , χ 2(k ) ,…, χ n(k ) : χ~ =  χ i . In figure 3,
i =1

χ~ (1) is χ~ (1) ={UEC, Tokyo Tech}, and χ~ (k ) is the joint set of n information
disclosures.
5.2

Quantification of revelations

The revelation of private information is quantified in terms of the difference in
entropy before and after information is disclosed. Specifically, joint entropy is used to
quantify revelations about a person with multiple attributes.
5.2.1 Privacy revelations of a single attribute
We start by quantifying a revelation of private information about a single attribute.
We assume that information about the k th attribute of a person is disclosed.
First, we calculate the entropy before disclosure:
H ( X (k ) ) = − P( X (k ) =ｘ) log 2 P( X (k ) =ｘ) .…(1)

∑
x

Next, we calculate the entropy after disclosure:

~
H ( X (k ) ) = −

~ (k )

∑ P( X

~
ｘ∈X (1)

~
=ｘ) log 2 P( X (k ) =ｘ) .…(2)

The value of the revelation for the k th attribute is thus

~
Δ(k ) = H ( X (k ) ) − H ( X (k )) …(3)
5.2.2 Revelations of multiple attributes
The total value of all revelations for all attributes is represented by Δ . That is, Δ
denotes the difference in the joint entropy of m attributes before and after
disclosures.

~
Δ = H ({X (k )}) − H ({X (k )}) …(4)

The entropy before multiple disclosures is given by

H ({X (k ) }) = H ( X (1) , X (2) ,…, X (k ) ) .…(5)
The entropy after multiple disclosures is given by

~
~ ~
~
H ({X (k ) }) = H ( X (1) , X (2) ,…, X (k ) ) .…(6)
~
To compute H ({X (k ) }) and H ({X (k ) }) , we transform equations (7) and (8) into
the conditional entropy for multiple sets of attribute values.

H ( X (1) , X (2) ,…, X (k ) )
= H ( X (1) ) + H ( X (2) | X (1) ) +  + H ( X (m)| X (m−1),, X (2), X (1)) …(7)
~ ~
~
H ( X (1) , X (2) ,…, X (k ) )

~
~
~
~ ~
~ ~
= H ( X (1) ) + H ( X (2) | X (1) ) +  + H ( X (m)| X (m−1),, X (2), X (1)) …(8)
X (i ) can be exchanged with X ( j ) for any pair of different i and j ( i , j = 1, …, m )
( i ≠ j ).
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Application to privacy revelation from SNS and database

Here we consider two attributes for the subject: the university he attends and his home
prefecture (hometown). In our example, the person is a university student in Tokyo.
We consider three cases:
Case 1: Privacy revealed from SNS (section 6.1).
Case 2: Privacy revealed from company database compromised by third parties
(section 6.2).
Case 3: The combination of case1 and case2(section 6.3).
6.1 Privacy revelation from SNS
6.1.1 One disclosure of the affiliated university attribute
We represent the set of potential universities he is attending as χ (1) . Before
disclosure, the subject might be attending any university in the set.
The probability that he is attending university x is expressed as follows.

P( X (1) =ｘ) =

( Number of students attending university x )
( Number of students attending all universities )

We used university student population data obtained from [15] to calculate
P( X (1) =ｘ) . The entropy before disclosure was calculated using by using equation
(1).

H ( X (1) ) = −∑ P( X (1) =ｘ) log 2 P( X (1) =ｘ) = 6.0260 .
x

There are two entries that disclose information about the subject’s university.
Entry 1: Next week, I will attend the job fair in the West-6 building.
Entry 2: I attend a science and technology university in Tokyo.
First, we consider these entries independently.
(I) Entry 1

χ 1(1) is the subset of χ (1) after entry 1 is posted. We find that there are four
universities that have buildings named “West-6”:

χ 1(1) = {UEC, Tokyo Tech, Waseda Univ., Tokyo Metropolitan Univ.}

~
If we consider only this disclosure, χ~ (1) = χ 1(1) . P( X 1 =ｘ) is the probability of the
subject attending university x .
~
~
( Number of students attending university x(∈ X (1) ))
P( X (1) =ｘ) =
(
Number of students attending university x)

∑

~
x∈X 1

~
H ( X (1) ) ,which is the entropy after disclosure, is calculated by using equation(2) :
~
~
~
H ( X (1) ) = −
P( X (1) =ｘ) log 2 P( X (1) =ｘ) = 1.1548 .

∑

~
ｘ∈X (1)

Thus, once entry 1 is posted, the revelation is quantified as by using equation (3).

Δ(1) = H ( X (1) ) − H ( χ~ (1) ) = 4.8712
(II) Entry 2

χ 2(1) is the subset of χ (1) after entry 2 is posted. Since there are seven
universities of science and technology in Tokyo,

χ 2(1) = {UEC, Tokyo Tech, Tokyo Denki Univ., TUT, Kogakuin Univ., TUS, SIT}.
~
H ( X (1) ) and Δ(1) are calculated in a similar fashion by using equation(2) and (3).
~
H ( X (1) ) = 2.6331 , Δ(1) = 3.929

6.1.2 Multiple disclosures about university attribute
Now consider the case in which entries 1 and 2 are considered in combination. The
intersection between χ 1(1) and χ1( 2) is

χ~ (1) ={UEC, Tokyo Tech}.
~
H ( X (1) ) and Δ(1) are calculated in a similar fashion by using equation(2) and (3).
~
H ( X (1) ) = = 0.9950 , Δ(1) = 5.0310
6.2 Privacy revelation from database
We represent the set of potential values of “hometown” as χ ( 2) . Before the
disclosure, the subject’s hometown can be any prefecture in the set. The probability
that his hometown is prefecture x is expressed as follows.

P( X ( 2) =ｘ) =

(Population in prefecture x)
.
(Population in all prefectures)

We used data from [16] to calculate P( X (2) =ｘ) . The entropy before disclosures
is given by using equation (1).

H ( X (2) ) = 5.0842
We assume that the subject’s hometown is leaked from a company database and
that the subject’s hometown is in Kyoto. The set obtained from this disclosure is

χ 1( 2) ={Kyoto}.
We consider only this disclosure; that is, χ~ ( 2) = χ 1( 2) .Because his hometown
~
address is unique now, H ( X (2) ) = 0 .
This revelation from a company database is quantified by using equation (3).

~
Δ(2) = H ( X (2) ) − H ( X (2)) = 5.0842
6.3 Multiple disclosures of multiple attributes
The entropy before disclosures about the subject’s university and hometown is given
by

H ({X (2) }) = H ( X (1) , X (2) ) = H ( X (1)) + H ( X (2)| X (1)) .…(9)
H ( X (2)| X (1)) is the conditional entropy before disclosure.
H ( X (2)| X (1)) = −

∑ P( X
ｘq

(1)

=ｘq ) •

∑{P( X

( 2)

= ｘp , X (1)= ｘq ) log P( X ( 2)= ｘp | X (1)= ｘp )}

ｘp

P( X (2) | X (1) ) is the conditional probability of χ ( 2) when χ (1) is known.
P(X (2) = x p | X (1) = x q )
=

(Number of students attending university x q who came from x p )
(Number of students attending university x q )

For each university, we can determine the number of students who came from each
prefecture [17]. Thus, the entropy before disclosure is expressed by using equation (9).

H ({X (2) }) = 10.1420
Now let us consider the case that diary entries 1, 2 are disclosed and revelation
from company database.The entropy after the disclosures about the user’s university
and hometown is expressed by using equation (8)

~
~
~
~
~ ~
H ({X (2) }) = H ( X (1) , X (2) ) = H ( X (1)) + H ( X (2)| X (1)) …(10)
The conditional entropy after these disclosures is calculated as follows

~ ~
H ( X (2)| X (1)) = −

~ (1)
=ｘq ) •

~ ( 2)
~
~
~
= ｘp , X (1)= ｘq ) log P( X ( 2)= ｘp | X (1)= ｘp )}

∑ P( X

∑{P( X

ｘq

ｘp

~
~
P( X ( 2 ) = ｘp|X (1) = ｘq )
=

(Number of students in university χ q who came from χ p (∈ X 2 ))
~
(Number of students in university χ q who came from χ p (∈ X 2 ))

∑

~
ｘ∈Ｘ２

Thus, the entropy after these disclosures is expressed by using equation (10).

~
H ({X (2) }) = 0.9950
The total value of all the revelations is expressed by using equation (4).

~ ~
Δ = H ( X (1) , X (2) ) − H ({X (1) , X (2) ) = 9.1475
Table 3 lists the revelation values when disclosures about the university and
hometown are independent and dependent.
Table 3. Revelations of information about different attributes

Thus, our metric quantifies accumulated revelations of information about multiple
attributes and can cope with the case in which the attributes affect each other.
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Conclusion

We have described a framework for quantifying the degree of privacy lost when
there are multiple disclosures of information about different attributes of a person. We
defined information disclosure as a transition from the possible values of an attribute
to a subset of those values. We quantify the privacy revelation in terms of the
difference in joint entropy of multiple attribute values before and after disclosures.
Our metric can quantify how much private information is revealed as a result of
multiple disclosures of information about multiple attributes.
Our metric has two key features: it quantifies accumulated revelations about
different attributes and it can handle the case in which the attributes affect each other.
Evaluation using entries posted on a social networking service and leaks from a
company database showed that it is effective—it can be used to quantify privacy
revelations by various types of media.
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